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Background and Purpose: Iowa Swimming, Inc. (“ISI”) Policy and Procedure, Section I., VII, J. 3 requires all coaches participating in a meet to sign the Coaches Meet Sign-In form (ISI form APP-29 or -29r) as verification that all coaching certifications required by USA Swimming and ISI are current. Based on the requirement, ISI has fined coaches $50.00 each time they have signed the Coaches Sign-in Form and actively coached during an ISI sanctioned competition when all of their required coaching certifications are not current.

ISI has expanded this $50.00 penalty to apply to meet hosts if the meet host has represented on ISI Form APP-29 or -29r that the meet host has verified the credentials of a coach, when, in fact, the coach does not have current coaching credentials as required by USA Swimming and ISI.

Policy: During any ISI sanctioned swim meet, a coach will be fined $50.00 each time the coach signs the Coaches Meet Sign-In form (ISI form APP-29 or -29r) and all of the coach’s coaching certifications that are required by USA Swimming and ISI are not current.

A meet host of a sanctioned swim meet will be fined $50.00 for each coach the meet host permits to coach during any ISI sanctioned swim meet if the meet hosts represents in its meet announcement that its designee will verify the credentials of a coach or if, in fact, the meet host or its designee does state on the Coaches Meet Sign-In form that it has verified the credentials of the coach signing the Coaches Meet Sign-In form.